
Let Dopt be an optimal disc of radius ropt centered at mopt. Let P be a polygon in P . Let e bean edge of P intersected by Dopt and l be the line supporting e. We assume w.l.o.g. that l is thex-axis. For � > 0 we de�ne the following family of lines L� = fl�i j i 2 Zg where l�i = f(x; i�) 2R2 jx2Rg.Assume mopt lies between l�i�1 and l�i . Since d(mopt; l)6 ropt it follows that jij6 dropt/�e. Let mbe the vertical projection of moptonto l�i . The disc D of radius r = ropt + � around m containsthe disc Dopt and therefore touches all polygons in P . Thus for any B > ropt there is a disc D ofradius r = ropt + � touching all polygons in P that is centered at a point m that lies on one ofthe O(B/�) many lines in L�B= fl�i ji2Z; jij6 dB/�eg.Suppose we know a value rapp with ropt 6 rapp 6 2ropt. Fix an arbitrary " > 0. We set B = rappand � = "rapp/2. Then the best solution on the O(1/") lines in L"rapp/2rapp has a radius of at most(1+ ")ropt. It can be computed in O((n/")polylog(n)) time.In general, we do not know e of course. There are two ways to proceed:First observe, that P can be an arbitrary polygon in P . Thus, we can choose P to be thepolygon with the smallest number of vertices, and try all the edges of P as candidates for e.There are O(n/m) such candidate edges and the overall runtime for computing a (1 + ")-appro-ximation to ropt with this approach is therefore O(n2/("m)polylog(n)).In a second approach we randomly choose an edge e from the n edges of the polygons in P andproceed as above to compute a solution that lies on a line parallel to e in O((n/")polylog(n))time. We call e good if it is intersected by Dopt. If e is a good edge, we get a (1 + ")-approxima-tion to ropt (otherwise we do not know what we get). Since each polygon has at least one goodedge, the probability that e is good is at least 1/m. If we repeat this experiment O(m) times,we �nd a good edge with high probability. The overall runtime for computing (with high proba-bility) a (1 + ")-approximation to ropt with this approach is O((mn/")polylog(n)). Thus (givenrapp) we can compute (w.h.p.) a (1 + ")-approximation to Dopt in O((1/")min (mn; n2/m) polylog(n)) time.It remains to explain how we get a 2-approximation rapp to ropt.Let Dopt be an optimal disc of radius ropt centered at mopt. Let P be a polygon in P . Let e bean edge of P intersected by Dopt and l be the line supporting e. Let m be the vertical projec-tion of moptonto l. The disc D of radius r = ropt + d(mopt; l) around m contains the disc Doptand therefore touches all polygons in P . Since d(mopt; l) 6 ropt this is a 2-approximation. Sincewe do not know e we have to proceed as above to �nd it (w.h.p.). Thus we can compute(w.h.p.) a 2-approximation to Dopt in O(min (mn; n2/m) polylog(n)) time.
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